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This invention relates generally to innovations and im 
provements in cartridge fuse holders provided with glow 
lamps which become energized and glow only when the 
cartridge fuse for a particular holder “blows.” 

Cartridge fuse holders of this general type, but with 
out indicating glow lamps, are generally known. They 
are of the type designed to be mounted in large numbers 
on one side of a panel with electrically conductive bolts 
or other types of fasteners projecting through the panel 
and providing terminals for wiring or circuitry on the 
rear side of the panel. 

Ordinarily, when one of the cartridge fuses held by 
such conventional holders biows, it is necessary to care 
fully check each fuse on the panel until the one that is 
blown is spotted. Thus, it is not ordinarily possible to 
pick out the blown fuse from a large group of fuses, 
merely by glancing at the group. Once the blown fuse 
has been discovered it may be readily replaced. How 
ever, as much as several minutes may be consumed in 
selecting the blown fuse, depending upon the complexity 
of the fuse panel, the lighting, etc. In many instances 
this shut-down time is very objectionable and costly, par 
ticularly where it involves the interruption of important 
procedures or equipment, as is often the case. 
The object of this invention, generally stated, is the 

provision of cartridge fuse holders of the type described 
for holding cartridge fuses in exposed position, with each 
such holder being provided with a self-contained glow 
lamp circuit which is energized only when the associated 
cartridge fuse is blown. 
An important object of the invention is the provision 

of such fuse holders which are inexpensive to manufac 
ture on a quantity production basis from inexpensive 
components, and which are safe and reliable in use. 

Certain other objects of the invention will, in part, be 
obvious and will in part appear hereinafter. 

For a more complete understanding of the nature and 
scope of the invention reference may now be had to the 
following detailed description thereof taken in connec- 4 
tion with the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a cartridge fuse 
holder constituting one embodiment of the present in 
vention; 

FIG. 2 is an end-elevational view of the fuse holdier 
shown in FiG. taken on line 2-2 thereof; 

FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the fuse holder shown in 
FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a bottom plan view of the fuse holder shown 
in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 is a bottom plan view of the fuse holder shown 
in F.G. 1 with the closure plate being removed and show 
ing the glow lamp on the interior; 

FIG. 6 is an enlarged transverse sectional view taken 
on line 6-6 of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 7 is a longitudinal view taken on line 7-7 of 
F.G. 3. 

Referring now to the drawings, the cartridge fuse 
holder in its entirety is indicated at SC and comprises a 
rectangular mounting box Supporting a pair of car 
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tridge fuse contact holders 2 and 13. Each of the con 
tact holders 52 and 13 is of conventional construction 
being stamped and formed from a springy conductive 
material such as copper. Each of the clip contacts 12 
and 3 is U-shaped with a flat bottom as shown in 
FIGS. 2 and 6 with the upstanding legs being provided 
with outwardly bowed conformations 14-14 for receiv 
ing the terminal caps of the cartridge fuses. Proper 
longitudinal positioning of the cartridge fuses is provided 
by the inwardly bowed portions 5-15. 
The terminal mounting box 11 for the clip terminals 

12 and 3 is formed of a dielectric material, preferably 
a plastic material that can be injection molded on a 
quantity production basis. Polystyrene forms a suitable 
material for this purpose but other materials that can 
be used include phenol formaldehyde resins, polyethyl 
ene, methyl-methacrylate, etc. The mounting box 11 
comprises a main box portion 16 (FIG. 6) provided with 
a closure plate 17 which can be friction fitted into place. 
Desirably, the top panel or wall of the main portion 6 
is provided with a raised or thickened center portion indi 
cated at 18 in FIG. 1, with the opposite ends thereof pro 
viding transverse aligning edges 19-19 for the contact 
clips 12 and i3. These aligning edges facilitate the ready 
installation of the contact clips on a quantity production 
basis. 

Each of the clips 12 and 3 is secured in place by 
means of a readily installed fastener arrangement shown 
best in FIG. 6. There is disclosed in FIG. 6 a hollow, 
interiorly threaded rivet member 20 of known type having 
at the top a head 21 in the form of an integral flange 
which rests on the top of the yolk portion of its associated 
clip A2 and secures it in place. The hollow rivets 20 
are installed by known power driven setting tools which 
places them under longitudinal compression toward their 
heads so as to bulge them out at the weakened interme 
diate portions indicated at 22, thereby permanently secur 
ing the rivets in place. Before the hollow rivets 20 are 
drawn or set in this manner, flat washer terminals 23 
and 24 are placed over each so as to be permanently se 
cured in place on the underside of the top panel portion 
of the box ió while being locked above the bulged por 
tions 22. The length of the hollow rivet members 20 is 
such that after they are set or drawn the bottom ends 
thereof are even with, or slightly shorter than the lower 
edges of the box 16. The closure panel 17 is provided 
with two openings whereby it can be slipped over each 
of the hollow rivets 20. It will be understood that the 
clip terminal 3 is secured in place in the same manner 
as the clip terminal 12. 

Referring to FIG. 5, each of the washer terminals 23 
and 24 is provided with a projecting flat tab 25 and 26 
respectively to which electrical connections may be read 
ily made. On the interior, the box 16 is provided with 
three integrally formed post-like members which serve 
to position and cage in a miniature neon glow lamp 27 of 
known type. This glow lamp is so positioned that it 
can be readily seen through the slot-like opening 28 (FIG. 
3) in the top panel of the box 6. The three post like 
members are indicated in FIG. 5 at 30, 31 and 32. The 
post 30 is integrally formed so as to project both inwardly 
from the adjacent side wall of box 16 and downwardly 
from the top panel thereof. The post 31 is also elongated 
but aligned at right angles to the post 30 and parallel to 
the box side wall. The post 3i projects integrally down 
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wardly from the top panel of the box 13. The glow lamp 
27 is placed in the box 16 so that the tip end abuts against 
the post 30 with the main body of the lamp being lightly 
wedged in between the side wall and the retaining post 
31. Proper positioning of the glow lanp 27 is further 
provided by means of the circular post like member 32 
projecting integrally downwardly from the top panel 
and in between the terminals of the glow lamp. It will 
be understood that the posts 30, 3 and 32 may be in 
tegrally molded at the same time the box member 26 
is molded so as not to increase the cost thereof. One 
terminal of the glow lamp 27 is connected by means of 
a conductor 33 to the terminal tab 25 while the other 
terminal of the glow lamp is connected by means of a 
short conductor 34 to one terminal of a miniature re 
sistor 35. The opposite terminal of the resistor 35 is 
connected by means of a short conductor 36 to the 
terminal tab 26. 

It will be seen that when a cartridge fuse is in place in 
the fuse holder with its terminals secured in the clips 12 
and 13, the fuse element will be in parallel circuit rela 
tionship with the glow lamp circuit 27 on the interior 
of the box 5 which includes: the flat washer 23; termi 
nal tab 25; conductor 33; glow lamp 27; conductor 32; 
resistor 35; conductor 36; terminal tab 25; and, flat wash 
er 24. It will of course be appreciated that the washer 
23 is directly shorted to the clip 32 while the washer 24 
is directly shorted to the clip 13, by means of the hollow 
rivets 20. Because of the much lower resistance of the 
fuse elements of the cartridge fuses in comparison with 
the high resistance of the glow lamp circuits, as long as 
each cartridge fuse element remains intact, the current 
will flow through the fuse element. However, if for any 
Teason a fuse is blown, thein its glow lamp circuit becomes 
energized and the particular lamp or bulb 27 will glow 
or light up so that it can be readily seen from a distance 
through the window 28. 

It will be appreciated that each of the fuse holders () 
may be readily secured in place on a mounting panel by 
means of a pair of bolts or screws 40 extending through 
each of the interiorly threaded, hollow rivet members 23. 
The various terminals can be connected to the rearwardly 
projecting ends of the bolts 40 so that the various cir 
cuits are properly fused. It is easy to pick out the fuse 
which is blown even when there are a large number of 
the fuse holders its compactly arranged side by side in 
vertical and horizontal rows. One simply has to notice 
the fuse holders in which the glow lamps are energized 
and the blown cartridge fuses are removed from them 
and are replaced by fresh fuses whereupon the glow 
lanps go out. 
The fuse holders 10 are of a design which permits 

them to be inexpensively, but reliably, manufactured on 
a quantity production basis at low cost. The terminal 
clips i2 and 3 are standard items which can be pur 
chased at low unit cost. Likewise, the tubular rivets 
30, the washer terminals 23 and 24, the glow lamps 27 
and the resistors 35 are all standard items available at 
low cost. The hollow box member 2 and the cover 
or bottom plate 17 are inexpensively produced as men 
tioned, the hollow box member 6 being injection molded 
in a multiple cavity mold, while the closing panels 7 
are stamped out from flat stock. 

In the manufacture of the fuse holders 10, the glow 
lamp Sub-assemblies are separately made, each compris 
ing a glow lamp 27, a resistor 35, and the associated 
conductors. It will be seen that it is a simple matter 
to first Secure each of the clips 2 and 3 in place with 
the Washer terminals 23 and 24 being locked under the 
bulges 22 formed in the tubular rivets 20 when they are 
set. It is then a simple matter to insert each glow lamp 
27 in its place within the posts 30, 31 and 32, whereupon 
connector 33 is soldered to the tab 25 while the connector 
36 is soldered to the tab 26. 

Having described a preferred embodiment of the in 
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vention, including the technique of producing it on a 
quantity production basis, what is claimed as new is: 

1. A cartridge fuse mounting holder comprising, a 
mounting box formed of dielectric material and having a 
window formed in the top panel thereof, a pair of clip 
contacts mounted on opposite ends of the top panel of 
said box and aligned to retain a cartridge fuse therebe 
tween with each cap terminal thereof being held in one 
of said clip contacts, electrically conductive hollow fasten 
er means securing each of said clip contacts in place on 
said top panel and projecting down into said mounting 
box, a glow lamp disposed within said box so as to be 
visible through said window, conductors interconnecting 
said glow lamp in circuit relationship with fastener 
means within said box and second electrically conductive 
fastener means extending through said hollow fastener 
means and serving to mount said holder. 

2. A cartridge fuse mounting holder comprising, a 
mointing box formed of dielectric material and having a 
silot window formed in the top panel thereof, a pair of 
spring clip electrical contacts mounted on opposite ends 
of the top panel of said box and aligned to retain a 
carridge fuse therebetween with each cap terminal there 
of being clipped in one of said contacts, electrically con 
ductive fastener means for each contact in the form of 
a metailic hollow rivet with the head thereof retainingly 
engaging its associated contact and with the tubular shank 
portion thereof projecting into said box, a two-terminal 
glow lamp mounted within said box so as to be visible 
through said window, a resistor within said box, con 
ductors connecting said glow lamp and resistor in series 
circuit relationship with said tubular shank portions of 
said rivets, and second electrically conductive fastener 
means extending through said hollow rivets and serving 
to mount said holder. 

3. A cartridge fuse mounting holder comprising, a 
mounting box formed of dielectric material having a slot 
window formed in the top panel thereof adjacent one of 
the sides, a pair of J-shaped spring clip electrical con 
tacts mounted on opposite ends of the top panel of said 
box out of alignment with said window and aligned with 
each other so as to retain a cartridge fuse therebetween 
with each end cap terminal thereof being clipped within 
one of Said contacts, the yoke portions of said contacts 
being flat, fastener means for each contact in the form 
of a hollow interiorly threaded rivet having a flanged 
head portion which retainingly engages the yoke portion 
of its associated contact and a hollow shank portion 
within said box with a weakened collapsible section, a 
tabbed washer terminal fitting over each of said hollow 
shanks and firmly retained against the underside of said 
top panel by the outwardly bulged collapsed section, glow 
amp retaining posts integrally formed on the inside of 
Said box with two of them located at opposite ends of 
said slot window and with the third being located along 
the side of said window opposite the adjacent side wall 
of Said box, a two-terminal glow lamp disposed within 
Said retaining posts and adjacent the underside of said 
top panel So as to be viewable through said window, a 
two-terminal resistor, a first conductor connecting one 
terminal of Said glow lamp with one terminal of said 
resistor, a Second conductor connecting the second termi 
nal of said glow lamp with the tab on one of said tabbed 
Washer terminals, and a third conductor connecting the 
Second terminal of Said resistor with the tab on the other 
of Said tabbed washer terminals. 

4. The cartridge fuse mounting holder of claim 3 
wherein the outer surface of said top panel has a raised 
intermediate portion providing aligning ridges for align 
ing each of said contacts. 

5. The cartridge fuse mounting holder of claim 3 
wherein said glow lamp is wedged into place directly 
under said slot window by said retaining posts. 

6. The cartridge fuse mounting holder of claim 3 
wherein said box is open-sided at the bottom and closed 
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by a friction fitting plate provided with apertures in 1989,482 
registration with said tubular rivet shanks. 2,308,436 

2,492,302 
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